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ABSTRACT 
There are several definitions for the matrix derivative, which are all given through 
different calculating rules. This paper demonstrates that all these definitions may be 
considered as special cases of the general definition of the derivative in normed 
spaces. They only present the derivative in normed spaces with different elements. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We need the concept of matrix derivative if we consider a function 
(usually multivariate, possibly organized as a matrix) of a matrix. In general 
the matrix function f changes the space of m X n matrices to a space of 
p X 9 matrices (in symbols, f : lRn’x” + RY~‘~“). This function must be 
determined by p9 coordinate functions f,(X), where (Y E 8 [VI = 
IO, 11, . . . , ( p, 9)}] and X E R”‘Xn. It is intuitively clear that it is not very 
important how we present these coordinate functions-in the table of 
functions 
‘fid X) ..* fi,( X) 
f(X) = i 
,f,l( Xl *** f,,(X) 
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or in the column of functions 
vecf(X) = (f&q *.* f(X),JJ. 
But by choosing the presentation we determine the space in which we shall 
work. So we may consider a mapping in the space of matrices, 
or a mapping in the space of vectors, 
Both these spaces are linear spaces. If we determine the norm as 11 XII = 
LCC in [w”‘“, it is the Euclidean space. If we determine the norm as I( XII 
= dm in [W’i’X’r (if A E [w IJxI’, then tr A = C!, ,a,,>, these spaces are 
isometric-we cannot discover in the space of matrices anything more than 
in space of vectors. But if we decide to work in the space of matrices (owing 
to tradition, curiosity, etc.), the technique of differentiation in that space is 
different. In the following we shall point out these differences. 
Here it seems reasonable to stress the closeness of our approach, given 
first in [12], to the approach given in [8, Y]. In [9] the derivative has been 
defined in the space of vectors by a special property, and it has been shown 
that in such a space the derivative is presented by the matrix of partial 
derivatives called the Jacobian matrix. We have defined the derivative in a 
normed space by an analogous property and have shown that in normed 
spaces with different elements (i.e. in the space of matrices and in the space 
of vectors) the derivative can be presented by different matrices of partial 
derivatives. For the space of vectors the derivative is given by the Jacobian 
matrix, so for identical spaces the results are the same. 
2. THE DEFINITION OF THE DERIVATIVE 
As both spaces [w”‘” and [w”‘x” are normed, we begin from the definition 
of the derivative for normed spaces. That definition is well known in 
mathematical analysis and is the following (see [5]). 
DEFINITION. Let f : U -+ W be a mapping of a normed space U to a 
normed space W. The mapping f is said to be differentiable at a point x, 
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x E U, if there exists a linear operator D such that 
f( x + h) =f( x) + Dh + o(h), (1) 
where lim ,,,z,, ~ 0 Ilo(h)ll/llhll = 0. That linear operator D is called Frechet’s 
derivative of the mapping f and often denoted Df( x). It transforms a small 
change of argument into a change of map, D : U --) W. The expression Dh is 
called Frechet’s differential. 
From that definition it follows (see [5]) that the operator D is unique and 
independent of the definition of the norm in the spaces U and W. It has the 
following properties: 
1. If f = const, then Df = 0; 
2. if f is a linear mapping, then Df = f; 
3. if f:U+ W and g:W + Z, then D(pg)(x) = D(g(f(x)PDf(x) 
(here fog denotes the composition of the mappings f and g): the derivative 
of the composition of functions is the composition of their derivatives. 
For the practical calculation of the derivative we must first explain how to 
determine a linear operator. Of course, that is clear for the space of vectors, 
but how should we fix it in the space of matrices? 
3. THE PRESENTATION OF A LINEAR OPERATOR 
It is well known that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between 
linear operators and matrices in finite-dimensional spaces. Let us examine 
that correspondence in detail and explain which kind of elements the matrix 
presenting a linear operator consists of. 
Let 1w, and [w, be arbitrary finite-dimensional vector spaces. We can 
define the basis ( .si}, i E I, in Iw , and the basis {W,}, a E VI, in [w,. Each 
element x E [w , and y E Iw, can be presented as a linear combination of 
the vectors of the basis: 
x = &i&i, 
The coefficients xi and ya are coordinates of the elements x and y 
correspondingly. 
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Let A : Iw r + R 2 be a linear operator. We denote the coordinates A ci as 
aui, CY E 91, i E I. Then 
y = Ax = c xiAq = c xia&a,,wa 
it1 iEZ 
= C ( C”ai”i)wa = C Yawa~ 
olE!‘l ieZ as!‘1 
and we see that the coordinates of the map Ax can be calculated from the 
coordinates of the maps Aci and the coordinates of the element x. Hence 
the matrix for the linear operator A is determined by the coordinates of the 
maps of the basis vectors. 
If IR, and R, are Euclidean spaces, then Z = {l, 2, , n}, 91 = 
{1,2, . , m}, and the n-dimensional and m-dimensional unit vectors may be 
chosen for a natural basis. For presentation of the matrix A we must 
determine the way of arranging the coordinates A&,-either in the ith row 
or in the ith column of the matrix. More often they are arranged in the ith 
column of the matrix. In this case the coordinates of the map Ax are 
calculated by multiplying the matrix A by the vector x. In the other case they 
are calculated by multiplying the row vector x by the matrix A. 
If R, and R, are spaces of matrices, then Z = {Cl, 11, (1,2), , Cm, n)} 
and !?l = ((1, 1),(1,2), . . . ,( p, y)}. The matrices ci = (Sij), i, j E I, and 
W, = (S,,), cr, p E 3, may be chosen for the natural basis. The coordinates 
yC7 of the map AX are calculated as above: 
and for determining the linear operator we must know the coordinates {aC,J, 
5 = 1,. , p, T = 1,. , q, of the basis matrices ci, i E I. There are many 
possibilities for arranging these coordinates, and there is no strong tradition 
how to do it. Indeed, to work in the spaces of matrices is quite uncomfortable 
-the usual matrix algebra will not work here. Let us consider two of these 
possibilities. 
In the first case we have to collect together coordinates with the index &r 
of all basis vectors in a special block A,,, A,, = (a,,,), i E I. Then the 
matrix A is organized from m X n blocks 
A= (2) 
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For calculating coordinates of the map AX (the map must be a p X q 
matrix!) let us determine the new operation A@ X (block-column-wise 
multiplication), where 
A@X = ( y6,)> 
5 = 1, . , p, T = 1,. . , q, and 
!/CT = (vet Agr)‘(vec X). 
In the second case we have to collect together all coordinates of the basis 
vector with index st in a special block A,,t, A,, = (a,,,,); (Y E ?I. Then the 
matrix A is organized from p x y blocks 
(4) 
For calculating coordinates of the map AX we use the well-known (see [6]) 
star-product operation 
,,I 1, 
x*A = c c Liu& 
s=l f=l 
In conclusion we remark that a linear operator in finite-dimensional space 
is always presented by a matrix. That matrix is determined by the coordinates 
of maps of the basis elements of that space. There exists a certain indetermi- 
nacy in arranging the elements of that matrix and determining the rules for 
using it. 
As a following step we determine the matrix for the linear operator 
Of< x), for Frechet’s derivative. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE MATRIX DERIVATIVE 
Let us now consider the definition (1) and suppose that f is a differen- 
tiable function. How to find the elements of the matrix which presents linear 
operator of< x), Frechet’s derivative. ? Of course, we must find the coordi- 
nates of maps of basis elements. 
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First let us recall the definition of partial derivative ~f,(x>/ax~ (a E %, 
i E I). The partial derivative exists if the limit 
lim fa( 
X + tEi) -fu(r) 
i + 0 t 
exists, and then is equal to this limit. Let us suppose, as in [71, that only one 
coordinate of the argument is changed, that is, 
h = ts, 
(in contrast with [S], we do not suppose the basis element .si is a unit vector; 
it may also be a unit matrix). Then from the differentiability of the function f 
it follows that 
f( x + tEi) -f(x) = D(tq) + o(ts,), 
or, as the operator D is linear, 
f(x + t-T) -f(x) 4t5) 
t = D(q) + t, 
and 
D( .si) = lim 
f(x + t&i) -f(r) 
t --) 0 t 
We see that the coordinates of the map of basis elements ,si (i E I) are the 
partial derivatives afol< x)/dxi ((Y E ‘?I ). The existence of all the partial 
derivatives follows from the differentiability, but the opposite statement is not 
true: for differentiability at the point x the partial derivatives must be 
continuous in an open set containing x. 
Now we know that the coordinates of the map Dq, i E I, are the partial 
derivatives {~f,(x)/~~r~}, (Y E 3. Following the definition (11, we get three 
rules for calculating the derivative. 
If we decide to work in spaces of matrices and to adhere to the 
arrangement (2) in the matrix for a linear operator, then the derivative of the 
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function f (f: Rrr’X” + R?IJx”) must be the following: 
where 
i 
D,, 
Of(X) = f 
D,lI 
afJ Xl 
D5T = 
dx,, 
df,,i Xl 
dX,,!l 
. . . 
. . . 
Jf,S x> . . . 
Jr,,, 
afd Xl . . . 
dx,,,,, 
or, using the formal operator of differentiation J/ax = (J/rCj), 
Df(X> =f(X) @ ;. (6) 
If we decide to work in spaces of matrices and to adhere the arrangement 
(4) in the matrix for a linear operator, then the derivative of the function f 
- (f :[wnIxr! + [WI’“‘/) must be the following: 
where 
/ ~f,l(X> dfi,( Xl ,.. 
dx,, dx,r 
Qt = ; 
$,d Xl V/i x 1 
ax,, **. J?Y, 
or, using the formal operator a/ax, 
Of(X) = -& @f(X). (7) 
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If we decide to work in vector spaces and to put the coordinates of the 
map Dci in the ith column of the matrix D, then the derivative of function f 
(f : 02 ““’ + [WJ”“) must be the following: 
of(X) = 
or, using the formal operator J/ax, 
. . . 
. . . 
Jfll(X) 
dx,,,,, 
?f,i x 1 
dx,,,,, 
Df( X) = [vecf( X)] 8 vet --& ‘. 
[ 1 
(8) 
If the function f(x) is differentiable, all the matrices of partial derivatives 
given by (61, (7), and (8) present the derivative in the sense of the definition 
(1). The first two [i.e. the matrices (6) and (7)] are derivatives in the matrix 
space. They are well known and have been investigated in various papers (see 
[l, 2, 6-101) as practical tools for manipulating large numbers of partial 
derivatives. If we use one of them, we must choose the proper rule for 
applying a linear operator, too. Then applying the derivative Of(x) to a 
matrix h of arguments changes gives us the differential (matrix) of the 
function f(x). Th a result justifies the name of these matrices-derivatives of t 
the function f(r). It is easy to see that the differential given by both the 
derivatives will be the same. 
The third matrix [i.e. (S)] is the derivative in the vector space. It is the 
most popular definition of the matrix derivative (see [2, 3, 4, 7-111). 
Alternatively it is denoted by 
Of(X) = 
d vecf( X) 
d(vec X)' 
(see [8, 91). Applying that derivative to a vector h of the changes of 
arguments gives us the differential (vector) of the function f(r). 
It is necessary to point out that all these different derivatives determine 
for the coordinate functions fo( x) ( CY E ?I) the same differentials 
c +L( Xl dXi h. t. 
is1 
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The derivative given by (8) . IS called the Jacobian matrix. As the Jacobian 
matrix is defined by a calculating rule, the matrices (6) and (7) cannot be 
considered as Jacobian matrices. Evidently they are generalizations of that 
notion. Hence, we cannot hope that manipulating with these matrices as the 
Jacobian matrices, we shall get the same results (see [8, 111). 
Properties l-3 of Frechet’s derivative (Section 2) are very important for 
the practical calculation of matrix derivatives. With the help of them we can 
create a convenient system of the calculating rules. This is exactly as in the 
univariate case. In the appendix properties 2 and 3 in different spaces are 
considered. 
APPENDIX 
First we shall investigate property 2 in different spaces. To avoid being 
too tedious, for the space of matrices only the derivative (6) is considered. 
We begin from the definition (81, i.e., we work in the space of vectors. If 
a linear operator is given by the matrix A, A : R”“’ + R I’l, and 
f(X) =AvecX, 
then 
D( Avec X) = A. 
In a special case, if we consider the identity function 
f(X) = vet X = I,,,,, vet X, 
we get 
D vet X = I,,,,, 
If we investigate the linear function q(X) given by the traditional product 
of matrices 
‘p(X) =AX, 
X E [w,tlx)L, A E [w]JxtH, then we must first transform that product into a 
vector 
veccp(X) =vec(AX) = (I,, @A)vecX, 
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and then use Property 2: 
Dq(X) =D[(Z,, @A)vecX] =I,, @A. 
Of course, this result is well known. The reason for presenting it here is 
methodological. Although we have found the derivative to be an array of 
partial derivatives, we do not need to calculate those partial derivatives one 
by one in each case. Using property 2, for example, we get useful results very 
easily. 
It is important to stress that property 2 works in the matrix space too. If 
we work in the space of matrices and the linear operator is given by the 
matrix A, arranged as in (2), (A : Rr”X” + Rt’x”), and if 
f(X) =AOX, 
then 
D(AOX) =A. 
The linear function cp( X), gi ven by the traditional product of matrices 
'p(X) = AX. 
x E [w”‘X”, A E [w)‘X”‘, is a special case of the linear function in the matrix 
space, and for using property 2 we must give the function q(X) a general 
form. That means we must reorganize the matrix A and use the 
columnwise-multiplication operation 0. It is easy to see that 
AX = [(vet A’) 8 (vet I,,)'] OX 
and consequently 
L+(X) = (vet A’) 8 (vet I,,)‘. (10) 
Certainly, we can get the equality (10) in a simpler way, Using the 
commutation matrices and the result (9) (see [S]). But we would like to 
demonstrate that the derivative (6) can be calculated and developed without 
outside help. 
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If we consider the identity function 
f(X) =x= K vet I,,,) @ (vet I,,) ‘1 0 X, 
we get 
Df( X) = (vet I,,,) (vet I,,) ‘.
If we calculate the rank of that matrix in the usual way for the space of 
vectors!), the result is one (see [8, 9, 111). But that result is meaningless for 
the space of matrices, where the traditional matrix algebra does not work and 
that calculation is not valid. Indeed, if the linear operator had rank one, it 
would map the basis to a collinear set. The matrix (9) has no such property-it 
will map each basis matrix to itself. It is obvious that in the space of matrices 
the rank of the matrix presenting a linear operator must be equal to the 
number of independent blocks in that matrix. 
Without any doubt, the necessity of introducing special calculating rules 
for getting the rank of a generalized Jacobian matrix or for getting a 
generalized Jacobian is a weak point of the definition (6). Instead of creating 
these new rules, it is easier to switch in the space of vectors. The rules 
needed for recalculating the derivatives are well known (see [2]). 
Property 3 is very important for practical calculation of derivatives; it gives 
the so-called chain rule. Let us recall that the composition of linear functions 
means applying these functions one after another. Let Y (Y : Rr”X” + R JJxv) 
and Z (Z: lR~‘x’~ + Rsxf) be d’ff 1 erentiable matrix functions. For the space 
of vectors we get 
DZ( Y( X))h = (DZ)( DYh) = (DZDY)h, 
and as usual, multiplication of matrices is associative, so we have 
DZ( Y( X)) = DZDY. (11) 
For the space of matrices we have 
DZ(Y(X))h = (DZ)@(DY@h). (12) 
The block-column-wise multiplication of matrices is not associative. But 
after quite tedious calculations of coefficients of hi i for the right and left side 
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of this equality, we get the desired result. For presenting that result let us use 
the following notation. From the definition (6) it is clear that the matrix 
DZ(Y( X)) consists of st blocks with size m X n. Let us denote the kl block 
bY Dki: 
DW’W) = [Dk1l, 
k = 1,2,. . , s, = 1,2,. , t. The matrix DZ consists of st blocks with size 
p X q. Let us denote them by LIZ,,: 
DZ = [Dz,,], 
k = 1,2,. . , s, 1 = 1,2,. . , t. Then from (12) jbllo~s 
D,, = Dz,,*DY. (13) 
For the special case when k = 1 = 1 that jb-mula was given in [6]. 
As we see, the chain rule for the space of vectors is much simpler. This is 
the main advantage of the definition (8). 
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